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UNDERSTANDING HOW A SCISSORS LIFT WORKS  
 
 
The most common industrial scissors lifts are actuated by one, two, or three single acting 
hydraulic cylinders.  They are power up, gravity down. The motor only runs while the lift is 
rising.  The gear type, fixed displacement hydraulic pump is direct coupled to a motor. The 
most common motors in use are electric, although air motors are used in some special 
applications.  Hydraulic oil is forced into the cylinder(s) which is mounted between the inner 
and out leg assemblies. As the cylinder(s) strokes out it forces the legs apart. Since one end 
of both the inner and outer legs are rigidly connected to the baseframe and platform, the 
platform rises vertically as the scissors legs open up. The free end of the scissors legs are 
fitted with rollers that run in the baseframe and under the platform. In most cases the vertical 
rise of the platform is true vertical.  
 
Any time a lift is raised, it is being supported by a column of oil. The scissors lift remains in a 
raised position because the oil is held in the cylinder(s) by a simple check valve. The lift is 
lowered by opening a down valve that allows oil out of the cylinder at a controlled rate. This 
down valve is solenoid operated. The down valve is a “normally closed” type valve, which 
means it stays closed until the electric solenoid is actuated. This feature prevents the lift from 
lowering if there were a power failure. When the solenoid opens the down valve, the oil 
returns to the reservoir.   
 
The down speed of a lift is a function of controlling how fast the oil is allowed to leave the 
cylinder(s). This is done with a flow control (FC) valve. The FC valve is pressure 
compensated, which means it regulates the flow to a predetermined range whether the lift is 
loaded or empty. These FC valves are fixed rate or non-adjustable and typically the lift’s 
down speed is matched to lift’s up speed. Southworth provides, as standard on most scissors 
lifts, a pressure compensated FC that is adjustable. This allows the user to “dial-in” the best 
down speed for their application. Southworth also tries to mount the FC at the base of the 
cylinder, or cylinder manifold connection where multiple cylinders are used, because it 
provides an added measure of safety. In a lift where the FC is mounted at the cylinder(s), in 
the unlikely event of a catastrophic hydraulic failure (i.e. a fitting breaking) downstream of the 
flow control, the lift’s speed down will not be greater than the normal lowering speed. The FC 
“meters” the oil flow from the cylinder.  
 
A lift’s up speed is a function of the hydraulic pump and the motor that is turning it. The 
desired up speed and capacity to be lifted determine the amount of work the motor has to do, 
thus the horsepower required. If a lift needs to move faster, it will take more horsepower.  If a 
lift has to have greater capacity, it will also take more horsepower.  The pumps used on most 
hydraulic lifts are fixed displacement, gear type. The motor turns at a determined speed and 
pumps output is fixed. Adjustable up speed is not an economical practicality for common 
industrial scissors lifts.         


